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Foreword
The proposed onshore cable route and HVDC converter/HVAC substation for Project Two is
immediately adjacent to Hornsea Project One. The synergies were identified at an early stage
and the route/site selection was designed to inform the EIA for both Project One and Project
Two. As of such this report while initially produced for Project One is directly applicable to
Project Two and sets out the factors that influenced the onshore export cable route selection
and HVDC converter/HVAC substation site selection for both projects.
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INTRODUCTION

1.1

Purpose

1.1.1

The purpose of this document is to outline the optioneering and selection process
which was accomplished to determine the optimum landfall site, onshore cable route
corridor and onshore HVDC converter/HVAC substation location for the connection of
the SMart Wind Limited Hornsea offshore wind farm Project One.

1.2

Background

1.2.1

Project One is located over 100 km from the East Yorkshire and East Lincolnshire
coast. In addition, National Grid Electricity Transmission (NGET) identified
Killingholme 400 kV substation to be the connection point for Project One, some
20 km inland from the coast and on the south bank of the River Humber with a
capacity of up to 1.2 GW.

1.2.2

The second project from the Hornsea offshore wind farm is also proposed to be
connected to Killingholme 400 kV substation. Potential efficiencies could be gained
from both projects utilising the same connection corridor and this was considered
throughout the selection process, although focus was made primarily on Project One.

1.2.3

Considering the length of connection required to the offshore wind farm and the
generation capacity, it was assumed that a High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC)
connection would be required. The initial assessments made to identify the optimum
connection were based on HVDC technology, the suitability for a connection using
HVAC was however also considered.

1.2.4

An appropriate area of search for offshore cable route corridors, landfall sites,
onshore cable route corridors and onshore HVDC converter/HVAC substation
locations was developed to ensure a manageable area in which to work whilst not
restricting any potentially advantageous connections. The area of search is indicated
in Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1

Project One area of search.
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Table 2.1

ASSUMPTIONS

HVDC and HVAC technologies.

Factor

2.1

Search Area

2.1.1

The area within which the connection options were to be identified was restricted to
the area of search identified in Figure 1.1. This assumption was made to allow a
manageable assessment of the potential connection options.

2.2
2.2.1

HVDC

HVAC

Comparison

Capacity

Typically each circuit is
0.6 – 1.2 GW
(± 320 kV).

Maximum circuit
capacity is
approximately 300 MW
(245 kV).

Submarine cable circuit
capacity of HVDC is
much greater than
HVAC.

Number of
Cables

Requires only two
cables per circuit to
transmit power.

Transmits power in
three phases, requiring
three cables per circuit.

An additional third of
cable length is required
per circuit for HVAC
transmission.

Not limited by distance.

Reactive compensation
is required to
overcome technical
limitations and extend
operating distance to
beyond 60 km.

HVAC transmission
requires additional
offshore platform(s) to
accommodate reactive
compensation along
the cable route
corridor.

Conversion

HVDC converter
stations required at
offshore wind farm and
onshore substation.

No converter stations
required.

HVDC requires
additional assets to
convert the HVAC
generated power to
HVDC for export and
back to HVAC for
connection into the
grid.

Procurement

Limited suppliers and
new technology for
offshore wind
developments.

Broad supplier base
and proven technology.

Suppliers of HVDC
assets are restricted
impacting on cost and
timescales.

Overhead Lines/Cable
The assessment is based on the use of cable technology for the connection only.
Overhead lines were not considered primarily due to the anticipated community
reaction which can severely impact on the connection programme as experienced by
NGET in a number of recent projects.

2.3

Impact Assessment Approach

2.3.1

The impact assessment approach must accommodate a variety of potential system
designs. A ‘Design Envelope’ assessment is therefore taken. This approach utilises
the worst case impacts of each of the potential system designs to create an overall
envelope.

2.4

Technology

2.4.1

The selection process was initially focussed on the use of HVDC technology for the
connection of the Hornsea offshore wind farm. However, a decision to include HVAC
technology was introduced as an additional option by DONG Energy after December
2011 to provide full flexibility in the planning process. A summary of the main
differences between the technologies is provided in Table 2.1.

2.5

Number of Cables and Easement Required

2.5.1

At a generation capacity of up to 1.2 GW, the HVDC connection would likely be made
by either a single 1.2 GW circuit or two 600 MW circuits. In order to provide the worst
case easement, it was assumed that a 2 x 600 MW connection architecture be
employed. With HVDC technology, the 2 x 600 MW architecture requires four cables
to provide the two circuits.

Transmission
Distance

3

2.5.2

A permanent easement of 20 m (in the absence of physical obstacles) was deemed
suitable to accommodate Project One and potentially, Project Two with HVDC
technology. An additional temporary easement of 20 m is provided for the purposes
of haul road construction and soil storage during the installation programme, resulting
in a total easement requirement of 40 m.

2.5.3

For HVAC technology, a minimum of three circuits would be required to supply the
1.2 GW. The permanent easement of 20 m was deemed suitable to accommodate
these circuits for Project One, but a further 20 m permanent easement would be
required to accommodate Project Two.
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2.6

Onshore HVDC Converter/HVAC Substation Land Requirements

2.8

Assessment Evaluation Criteria

2.6.1

The onshore HVDC converter/HVAC substation land requirements are derived from a
‘Design Envelope’ based on HVDC converter designs provided by major suppliers.
The land requirement also assumes both Project One and Project Two’s onshore
HVDC converter/HVAC substations are located on the same land holding.

2.8.1

The assessment evaluation criteria for the landfall, cable route corridor and onshore
HVDC converter station location encompasses a number of factors including, but not
limited to:

2.6.2

2.7
2.7.1

2.7.2



2

The total land requirement is therefore defined as 30,000 m for Project One and
30,000 m2 for Project Two, a total of 60,000 m2. These land holdings are suitable for
either onshore HVDC converter stations or onshore HVAC substations.


Programme Requirements
The offered connection date by NGET for Project One as indicated in the
Transmission Entry Capacity (TEC) Register is Q4, 2014. Project Two is indicated as
Q4, 2015. At the time of the studies, it was assumed that the consent application for
Project One would be submitted in Q2 2012 resulting in a decision in Q3 2013. All
assessments carried out were completed on the basis of meeting these programme
requirements. Amendment of these timings has since occurred, however all
assessments provided within this document are current and relevant to the revised
programme.



Revised programme requirements of a Q3 2016 connection date, as indicated within
this Environmental Statement were indicated following the selection of the preferred
connection route.
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Commercial Factors;
•

Land acquisition costs;

•

Construction costs; and

•

Operating costs.

Environmental/Consenting Factors;
•

Planning Policies;

•

Ecology;

•

Historic Environment;

•

Traffic and Transport; and

•

Land use.

Engineering/Technical;
•

Obstructions;

•

Site Access; and

•

Installation Complexity.

Programme.

2.8.2

Additionally, landfall points considered relevant offshore engineering and
environmental factors, together with the interface point the landfall serves with the
offshore and onshore cable route corridors.

2.8.3

A ranking assessment using the above assessment evaluation criteria was utilised to
identify the preferred connection on balance, based on the approach of determining
the best practicable environmentally acceptable option.
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SELECTION OF LANDFALL SITE

3.1

Initial Identification

3.1.1

The initial identification of 13 potential landfall sites was completed by Metoc offshore
consulting. The potential landfall sites were located within the area of search,
stretching from Aldbrough to the north and Seabank to the south. Potential landfalls
to the north, along, and to the south of the Humber Estuary were identified.

3.1.2

3.1.3

3.2

Site Investigation

3.2.1

The purpose of the site investigations was to assess the suitability of the landfalls
with respect to the factors noted in Section 2.8. Of the 13 identified landfalls, two of
the sites were noted as unviable and immediately discounted.
Donna Nook

3.2.2

This ‘long list’ of potential landfalls were identified from a high level desktop
assessment, eliminating any areas that would be immediately unsuitable along the
coastline due to perceived:


Offshore access;



Onshore access;



Existing pipelines or other obstacles;



Offshore environmental designations;



Unexploded ordnance; and



Shipping.

Humberston Fitties
3.2.3

The Humberston Fitties landfall was identified from satellite imagery as being in close
to proximity to a holiday village with fixed caravans and chalets. Upon further
investigation it was identified that the concentration of fixed caravans and chalets had
increased significantly. The landfall was therefore discounted on the grounds of
potential excessive social disruption.

3.2.4

The remaining 11 sites (illustrated in Figure 3.1) were investigated by representatives
of Metoc, Fisher German Priestner (FGP), SMart Wind and SKM with the aim of short
listing the initial identified sites further. The approach allowed a balanced assessment
of the sites considering offshore and onshore engineering, environmental and social
factors.

3.2.5

The outcomes of the site investigation were utilised to create the landfall shortlist
through the use of a ranking tool. The ranking tool allows a balanced assessment of
the landfalls considering all the necessary factors.

3.2.6

The factors assessed can be summarised as:

The ‘long list’ of sites identified are given as:


East Newton;



Monkwith;



Waxholm;



Hollym;



Holmpton;



Easington;



South Killingholme;



Immingham;



Humberston Fitties;



Horseshoe Point;



Donna Nook;



Saltfleet; and



Seabank.

The Donna Nook landfall site was discounted primarily on the grounds of insufficient
access to the site. In addition the site is situated in the centre of a military exercise
area. The area is also subject to a high degree of environmental sensitivity.
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Landing and onshore logistics – complexity / ease with which to access the
landfall site from both an offshore and onshore perspective. More complex
engineering solutions may be required to overcome a difficult landfall which
introduces cost and risk;



Offshore and onshore route length – a longer route length will introduce
additional cost, reduce connection reliability and increase overall installation
time;



Offshore constraints – shipwrecks, offshore pipelines, offshore military
ordinance sites, strong currents/tides and other offshore constraints will add
complexity and risk to the landfall installation; and



Environment – international and national environmental designations, habitats
and other natural constraints may add significant mitigation measures and
associated cost or complexity to the landfall installation.
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Figure 3.1

‘Long list’ of identified landfall sites.
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3.3

Short Listing

3.3.1

Following the site investigation, each of the landfalls were analysed based on the
criteria provided in Section 2.8 and an indicative score assigned. Utilising the scoring
process, a ranking of each of the landfalls could be performed. This process is
summarised in Table 3.1.

3.3.2

are evenly spaced along the coastline north of the Humber within the area of search
allowing a number of connection routes to be assessed at the next stage. This
reduces risk should any unfeasible routes be noted from a preferred landfall as this is
unlikely to impact on other preferred landfalls.
3.3.4

In the ranking matrix the individual scores are represented by colours where green is
more preferable and red is less desirable. Each option is ranked based on the
comparison with all other options.

Humber Estuary Short listing
3.3.5

Rank

Land
Route
length

Onshore
logistics

Landing
logistics

Overall
factor

Environment

Onshore

Marine
route
length

Landing
logistics

Offshore
Off shore
constraints

Landfall location

Area
North of Humber
Estuary
South of
Humber
3.3.3

Landfall assessment.
Land fall points

Table 3.1

1

East Newton

3

2

Monkwith

7

3

Waxholme

4

4

Hollym

1

5

Holmpton

5

6

Easington

2

7

Killingholme

7

8

Immingham

5

9

Horseshoe
Point

7

10

Saltfleet

10

11

Seabank

10

Other landfall sites to the north of the Humber were discounted primarily due to poor
access which would make onshore and beach landing logistics difficult in comparison
to those landfall sites that were short listed.

The Humber estuary Harbour Master was consulted during this process through a
non-specific enquiry on the policy for routeing cables within the Port Authority limits.
The Harbour Master’s response indicated a significant objection to any plans to install
cables within the statutory limits of the harbour area. Whilst an exception could
potentially be made between Cleethorpes and Donna Nook, so long as the route was
outside of main navigational channels and avoided the deep water anchorage, it was
considered that all landfalls located within the estuary should be discounted on the
basis of the risk informed by concerns raised by the Harbour Master. In addition,
representation from Natural England made clear that objections would be likely in
relation to any proposed routing of cables up the Humber Estuary.
South of Humber Short listing

3.3.6

Table 3.1 clearly illustrates that the onshore constraints and onshore route length of
the landfalls to the south of the Humber are the least favoured across all landfalls.
Conversely, the respective offshore factors are generally well scored. The access
both onshore and offshore is poor with the exception, to some extent, of Horseshoe
Point. The Saltfleet and Seabank landfalls were found to bethe least favoured in
comparison to all the landfalls assessed and were therefore discounted. Horseshoe
Point was selected as a shortlisted landfall to provide flexibility for a potential south of
the Humber route should crossing the Humber, as required for all of the landfalls
north of the Humber, not be feasible.

3.4

Selected Landfalls

3.4.1

The ranking assessment, in conjunction with new information received from the
Harbour Master and Natural England indicated the following preferred landfall sites to
be utilised for onshore and offshore cable route corridor analysis:

North of the Humber Short listing



East Newton;

The preferred landfall sites, on balance, were generally identified to be located north
of the Humber following the ranking process. The three preferred landfall locations to
the north of the Humber were selected for further connection route analysis. These
landfall sites are noted as East Newton, Hollym and Easington. The landfalls selected



Hollym;



Easington; and



Horseshoe Point.
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4.1.3

In addition to obvious obstructions, as identified on Ordnance Survey and satellite
imagery, environmental constraints and consequent buffers were identified and
avoided where possible. The environmental constraints identified for the desktop
assessment are shown in Figure 4.1. This also included other open source data such
as National Grid’s assets as shown in Figure 4.2.
Where possible, a number of different connection routes were formed from each of
the selected landfalls. This was not always possible when considering the level of
existing infrastructure in some areas, such as the route available from Horseshoe
Point to the South of the Humber. The identified 11 routes are illustrated in Figure 4.3
and Figure 4.4.

Initial Short Listing

4.2.1

In a similar approach to that undertaken for the landfall selection process, a ranking
assessment was carried out for each of the identified routes. The ranking focused on
the route length, expected major crossings (such as rivers, pipelines, railways and
major roads) minor crossings (such as field drains and minor roads) and introduced
high level construction capital cost and ongoing operation cost (losses) factors
considering a 2 x 600 MW HVDC system design. The result of this ranking
assessment is provided in Table 4.1.

4.2.2

In the ranking matrix the individual scores are represented by colours where green is
more preferable and red is less desirable. Each option is ranked based on the
comparison with all other options.
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Rank

Losses

East Newton - Paull

1

4

East Newton - Cherry Cobb

2

5

Hollym - Paull

3

6

Hollym - Cherry Cobb

4

2

Hollym - Cherry Cobb

5

1

Hollym - Cherry Cobb

6

3

Hollym - Paull

7

9

Hollym - Cherry Cobb

8

7

Easington - Paull

9

10

Easington - Cherry Cobb

10

8

Horseshoe Point - Killingholme

11

11

4.2.3

4.2

Capital
cost

The initial onshore cable route corridors were formed on the basis of a desktop
assessment using the preferred landfall sites identified in Section 3.4 and a straight
line approach to National Grid’s North Killingholme substation. The straight line
approach being the most efficient route that can be taken between the two locations
and is the starting point for the assessment. Where the straight line intercepts with
residential areas or other obvious constraints, a deviation to the route is included to
avoid these obstacles.

Minor
crossings

4.1.1

Connection Route

Major
crossing

Initial Route Design

Onshore route ranking matrix (without Humber crossing assessment).
Route
length

4.1

4.1.2

Table 4.1

SELECTION OF ONSHORE CABLE ROUTE

Route
number

4

The factors assessed can be summarised as:


Route length – this is based on the route length in km, longer route length
involved more stakeholder impact as well as increased construction programme;



Major crossings – these are significant infrastructure such as railways, major
roads and gas pipelines. Each major crossing requires not only a technical
solution such as Horizontal Directional Drilling but also crossing agreements and
liability considerations for the cable operator;



Minor crossings – these include minor roads, ditches and other obstacles where
significant technical solutions might not be required but additional time may be
required during construction in addition to obtaining details of crossing
methodologies in advance;



Capital cost – these were determined based on a high level assessment of
cable capital costs together with likely installation costs based on cable route
length and number of major and minor crossings.



Electrical Losses – losses are based on an assessment of full load electrical
losses and are therefore directly related to route length.
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Figure 4.1

Desktop environmental constraints summary.
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Figure 4.2

National Grid gas pipelines and electrical infrastructure.
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Figure 4.3

North of the Humber ‘long list’ of routes and constraints.
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Figure 4.4

South of the Humber ‘long list’ of routes and constraints.
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4.2.4

4.2.5

4.2.6

4.2.7

4.2.8

4.2.9

The distance of each route, as measured from the landfall to the grid connection
point, was determined by GIS software for each route. The length of the route
significantly influences route attractiveness and in particular the capital cost.
Increased route length also brings increased cable, transportation, installation and
operation and maintenance costs as well as increased losses and the capitalised
costs associated with this. There will also be a reduction in the reliability of the cable
based on any defined cable failure rate per km of cable.
For routes to the north of the Humber, a crossing of the Humber Estuary is required.
Two potential locations for this crossing were identified, namely, Paull and Cherry
Cobb. All proposed routes to the north of the Humber converge to one of these two
crossing locations as identified in Figure 4.3 and detailed in Table 4.1. It should be
noted that the costs indicated at this stage did not include the likely cost and
programme implications to cross the Humber Estuary.
Table 4.1 illustrates that the preferred routes, on balance, are those from Hollym to
the Cherry Cobb crossing (with the exception of Route 8). These are closely followed
by routes from East Newton. The single route identified to the south of the Humber is
seen to be the lowest ranked across all of the 11 identified routes.

4.3

Further Site Investigations

4.3.1

Based on the selection of the three route options it was determined that prior to
selection of the final preferred route that additional site investigations were required:

As Routes 4 and 6 were minor variations around Route 5, only Route 5 was carried
forward to site investigation. In addition, it was deemed prudent to further assess
another route from the north of the Humber should there be any significant
complications discovered at a detailed consideration of the preferred route (Route 5).
Route 1 was therefore carried forward for site investigation providing not only a
different route of comparable attractiveness (similar route length) but also a different
landfall site.

4.2.10

Route 11 was carried forward for site investigation. Although the worst ranked, this is
the only route which would not require crossing of the Humber Estuary, an analysis
which had not yet been completed.

4.2.11

The routes to be studied for site investigation are summarised as:


Route 5 – Hollym to Killingholme via Cherry Cobb;



Route 1 – East Newton to Killingholme via Paull; and



Route 11 – Horseshoe Point to Killingholme.
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More detailed inspection of the potential landfall points; and



Route walks of the likely cable routes to assess engineering and environmental
constraints that had previously been based on desktop study; these were
completed in March 2011.

4.4

Humber Crossing Assessment

4.4.1

For Route 1 and Route 5 there is a need to cross the Humber from the north side of
the Humber River to the southern side to connect to the Killingholme 400 kV
substation.

4.4.2

An assessment was undertaken of a number of different approaches to cross the
river including:

In the ranking matrix the individual scores are represented by colours where green is
more preferable and red is less desirable. Each option is ranked based on the
comparison with all other options.
The number of existing offshore and onshore gas pipelines around Easington (and
the associated risks involved with crossing these assets), in addition to the longest
onshore route length of all routes to the north of the Humber makes routes from this
location unattractive. Routes from Easington were subsequently discounted due to
their low attractiveness in comparison to other north of the Humber landfalls and
routes.





Various tunnelling methods;



HDD (Horizontal Directionally Drill);



Direct cable burial; and



Overhead line.

4.4.3

Table 4.2 shows a summary of the comprehensive assessment that was completed
which concluded that a segmental tunnel was the only viable solution when
considering state of the art technology capability and perceived/known stakeholder
resistance. The segmental tunnel was estimated to cost approximately £42m with a
programme for construction of 30 months.

4.4.4

In the ranking matrix the individual scores are represented by colours where green is
more preferable and red is less desirable. Each option is ranked based on the
comparison with all other options.

4.4.5

The estimated cost and programme impact of the segmental tunnel was applied to
Routes 1 and 5 which require crossing the Humber to allow a more direct comparison
to be made between routes to the north and south of the Humber and this is
discussed in Section 4.5.
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Horizontal
Directional
Drill
(HDD)

Pipe-jacket
tunnel

Segmental
tunnel

Trenching/
dredging

Temporary
disruption
during
construction.

Temporary
disruption
during
construction.

Temporary
disruption
during
construction.

Direct
impact to
sensitive
intertidal
area.

Proposed 13
months.

Beyond civil
construction
limits.

£17m.

Beyond civil
construction
limits.

Proposed 30
months.

£42.5m.

Proposed 12
months.

Beyond
current limits
to dredge to
10 m and
install cable
(5 m depth
cost
£25.5m).

Boundary
state of the
art
technology
with 4 km
intercept
method.

Comments

Comments

Stakeholders

Comments

Rank

Comments

Rank

Comments

O&M availability
Rank

Comments

Electrical
construction
Rank

Comments

Civil
construction

Cost
Rank

Crossing
technique

Programme
Rank

Environmental

Total rank

Humber crossing ranking assessment.

Rank

Table 4.2

Restricting
factors

Pull-through
is beyond
capability of
cable.

Would require
pull-out
similar to
installation.
Extensive
repair time.

No significant
resistance.

Not viable – Cable
pull-through beyond
current capabilities.
Limit of current
HDD technology,
very limited O&M
access.

Beyond civil
construction
limits.

Risk of fire.
De-rating
reduced with
air
circulation.
Installation
risk due to
shaft design
and bending
radius of
cable.

Reasonable
access to
cable within
tunnel.

No significant
resistance.

Not viable – beyond
civil construction
limits.

Common
tunnelling
method for
greater
diameter
and distance
tunnels.

Risk of fire.
De-rating
reduced with
air
circulation.
Cable
installation
simplified
with
incremental
tunnel.

Good cable
access,
minimum
repair time.

No significant
resistance.

Plausible – Cost
and programme
length are limiting
factors.

Beyond
current limits
to dredge to
10 m and
install cable.

High
stresses on
cable in
installation.
Significant
de-rating
cannot be
mitigated.

No access.
Would require
re-installation
following
fault.

Significant
resistance
from Harbour
Authority due
to impact on
shipping
activities.

Not viable –
Complexity of
installation and
resistance from
Harbour Master.
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Hybrid –
HDD and
trenching/
dredging

Overhead
line (OHL)

Sleeved
(decommissioned gas
pipeline)

Direct
impact to
sensitive
intertidal
area.

Significant
landscape
and visual
impact

Existing
infrastructure

Proposed 14
months.

Highly
complex
technique
requiring
construction
of
causeways
(£30m).

Highly
complex
installation
method with
HDD from
pontoons.

Proposed 48
months.

Construction
cost ~£8m
not
considering
cost of
consents.

Proposed 18
months.

Existing
infrastructure allows
least cost
option £5m.

Comments

Stakeholders

Comments

Rank

Comments

Rank

Comments

O&M availability
Rank

Comments

Electrical
construction
Rank

Comments

Rank

Comments

Civil
construction

Cost
Rank

Crossing
technique

Programme
Rank

Environmental

Total rank
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Restricting
factors

High
stresses on
cable in
installation.
Significant
de-rating
cannot be
mitigated.

Limited
access in
trenches,
pull-out
required in
HDD section.

Significant
resistance
from
environmental
parties.

Not viable –
Complexity of
installation and
resistance from
environmental
groups.

Some
challenges
in
foundation
and tower
construction.

No
significant
issues.

Reasonable
access,
repairs
require coordination
with shipping
activity.

Significant
resistance
from
environmental
parties and
councils.

Not viable –
Resistance from
environmental
groups and councils
resulting in long
programme time.

Some
challenges
installing PE
lining over
4 km

High risk
4 km cable
pull-through.
De-rating
may require
additional
solutions to
reduce
thermal
resistivity.

Would require
pull-out
similar to
installation.
Extensive
repair time.

Significant
legal issues
as to the
ownership of
the pipeline
and
resistance
from Harbour
Authority.

Not viable –
Significant legal
issues as to the
ownership of the
pipeline and
resistance from
Harbour Authority.
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4.5.3

4.5.4

4.5.5

The impact of the significant additional capital costs and environmental impact of a
tunnel improves the attractiveness of the southern route 11. The minimum 30 month
programme length estimated for the construction of a tunnel under the River Humber
would not allow the connection of the project within the desired timeframes as
envisaged when the assessment was undertaken. As such, all northern options
(including Route 1 and 5) were deemed unviable due to the programme
requirements.
Although Route 11 (to the south of the Humber) has the longest route length of those
assessed (see Table 4.1) and Horseshoe Point is the least preferred landfall in
comparison to East Newton or Hollym (see Table 3.1) a crossing of the Humber is not
required allowing a potential connection within the desired programme and without
the additional environmental and engineering challenges that would be associated
with a crossing of the Humber.
Route 11 was therefore selected as the preferred route for Project One of the
Hornsea offshore wind farm.

4.6

Finalisation of Preferred Route

4.6.1

Substantial stakeholder engagement has been carried out in defining the final
location of the preferred route. An alternative Route 11 ‘b’ was derived following
discussions with stakeholders that indicated a preference to follow an existing oil
pipeline from Tetney to Immingham. This route can be seen in Figure 4.5. The
alternative Route 11b was assessed and a site visit conducted to analyse the viability
of this option. It was determined following the site visit that recent developments (e.g.
house building in the vicinity of the existing oil pipeline) would not allow a parallel
cable route corridor suitable for the connection of Project One and Route 11b was
deemed unviable.

4.6.2

Continuing stakeholder engagement, detailed environmental surveys and site visits
over the course of 18 months have amended the preferred route from its initial
desktop identified location along specific parts of the route to provide an optimised
finalised route which satisfies all parties where possible.
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crossing

Rank

Humber

Losses

(including

Capital cost

In the ranking matrix the individual scores are represented by colours where green is
more preferable and red is less desirable. Each option is ranked based on the
comparison with all other options.

assessment

Programme

4.5.2

Connection route

ranking

Minor
crossings

Table 4.3 illustrates the updated ranking of the shortlisted routes 1, 5 and 11 based
on the preliminary costs and programme for the crossing of the Humber and the
updated information from the route walk surveys and cable landfall points.

Preferred route
assessment).

Major
crossings

4.5.1

Table 4.3

Route
length

Identification of Preferred Onshore Cable Route

Route
number

4.5

East Newton - Paull

1

5

East Newton - Cherry Cobb

2

8

Hollym - Paull

3

7

Hollym - Cherry Cobb

4

2

Hollym - Cherry Cobb

5

1

Hollym - Cherry Cobb

6

3

Hollym - Paull

7

10

Hollym - Cherry Cobb

8

6

Easington - Paull

9

11

Easington - Cherry Cobb

10

9

Horse Shoe Point - Killingholme

11

4

4.7

Accessibility for Project Two

4.7.1

In November 2011 it was announced that the second Hornsea offshore wind
development had secured grid capacity at Killingholme substation, the same location
as Project One. In developing the preferred route, consideration has been given to
the requirements of Project Two to ensure planning and construction efficiencies of
utilising the same easement could be achieved.

4.7.2

The preferred route is therefore suitable for the connection of both Project One and
Project Two to the Killingholme substation.

4.8

HVAC Connection Technology

4.8.1

The original identification of cable route corridors was based on HVDC technology.
Following DONG Energy’s investment in Project One in December 2011, HVAC
technology was added as an alternative connection technology option to be
considered alongside HVDC. The preferred cable route corridor was amended
appropriately to allow the wider cable corridor required by a potential HVAC
connection.
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Figure 4.5

Overview of alternative route 11b.
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5



SELECTION OF ONSHORE HVDC CONVERTER STATION SITE

5.1

Potential Site Identification

5.1.1

The converter station is required to convert the HVDC transmitted power to HVAC for
connection to the national grid. A review of the major HVDC converter station
manufacturers provided an indicative land requirement for the converter station.
Where possible, the land holding should be suitable for both Project One and Project
Two to gain planning and potential construction efficiencies.

5.1.2

In order to minimise the length of HVAC cable required for the grid connection, it is
preferable that the onshore HVDC converter station be located as close to
Killingholme substation as possible. Furthermore, it is preferable that the onshore
HVDC converter station site be located within close proximity of the preferred cable
route so to minimise any additional deviations and route length.

5.1.3

With these factors in consideration, six initial sites in the vicinity of the Killingholme
substation were identified. Of these six, two sites did not have sufficient land
available and were discounted. The remaining four sites were investigated further
through site visits and stakeholder engagement at Phase 2 Consultation Events in
November 2011. These four sites are illustrated in Figure 5.1.

5.2

Site Investigation and Stakeholder Engagement

5.2.1

A full site investigation and stakeholder engagement process was carried out to
identify the advantages and disadvantages of each of the candidate sites. This
included discussions with landowners regarding commercial property agreements,
technical, environmental and planning advice in addition to feedback from Phase 2
Consultation Events and Section 42 Consultation responses. See the Consultation
Report for further details. These details were included in a scoring matrix to assist in
the decision making process. The scoring matrix for the onshore HVDC converter
station site is shown in Table 5.1.

5.2.2

The factors considered in the ranking exercise can be summarised as:


Commercial Property Arrangements – the availability of the land and associated
access routes for purchase and construction of the necessary developments.



Environmental and Planning – perceived environmental impact/issues of the
development of an onshore HVDC converter station at the designated sites
including visual impact and ecological impact. Risk to project was also
considered through flood risk of the site and location of contaminated land.
These aspects would likely add significant mitigation costs to the project. Likely
impact on traffic and transport was assessed based on requirements during the
construction phase as well as the operational phase.

18

Technical/Engineering – technical requirements such as sufficient suitable land
area to accommodate the required development and access to the site. Also
any existing obstructions which would require being removed with additional civil
works or non-suitable ground conditions requiring additional pre-works. Distance
from the grid connection point should be as close as possible in order to reduce
costs and potential planning and consenting constraints. These factors would
likely require mitigation works which add cost to the development and increased
construction time.
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Figure 5.1

Onshore HVDC converter/HVAC substation site identification.
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5.3

Identification of Preferred Onshore HVDC Converter Station Site

6

5.3.1

The evaluation process identified that the preferred location for the onshore HVDC
converter station be situated at Site A. This site is suitable for both Project One and
Project Two and provided the highest overall rank on balance when considering the
metrics shown in Table 5.1.

6.1.1

The selection of the preferred landfall, route and onshore HVDC converter/HVAC
substation location is the result of an iterative process using a wide range of data
sources, site investigations and responses from stakeholder discussions. Identified
options were analysed in a comparative assessment to highlight the preferred
solution.

6.1.2

Consideration was given for the suitability of each of the options to support the
connection of both Project One and Project Two. The flexibility of the options to
support either a HVDC or HVAC connection also required to be factored.

6.1.3

The primary driver for the connection to be made to the south of the River Humber
was due to prohibitive cost and programme duration for crossing the Humber should
a northern route be selected. Routes along the Humber Estuary were discounted due
to strong objection from environmental and Port Authority stakeholders.

6.1.4

The only suitable landfall to the south of the Humber was identified at Horseshoe
Point. The identified route 11 to Killingholme substation was seen to be the preferred
cable route corridor from this location. Significant stakeholder feedback,
environmental surveys and site investigations have amended the route appropriately
to identify the optimum route which allows either HVDC or HVAC technology to utilise
the corridor.

6.1.5

A number of onshore HVDC converter/HVAC substation locations were identified with
Site A being preferred following stakeholder feedback, technical studies,
environmental surveys, site investigations and commercial property agreements
being discussed. This site location is situated the closest to the Killingholme
substation with suitable land holding to accommodate both Projects One and Two.

6.1.6

A summary of the final landfall, cable route corridor and onshore HVDC
converter/HVAC substation is illustrated in Figure 6.1.

5.3.2

5.4
5.4.1

In the ranking matrix the individual scores are represented by colours where green is
more preferable and red is less desirable. Each option is ranked based on the
comparison with all other options.

HVAC Substation
The identified site for the onshore HVDC converter station may alternatively be used
for an onshore HVAC substation depending on the connection technology utilised.
The land holding for an onshore HVDC converter station is of an equivalent size as
an onshore HVAC substation considering the equipment likely to be required. The
identified site is therefore suitably flexible to allow an HVDC or HVAC connection.

Table 5.1

Onshore HVDC converter/HVAC substation location assessment.
Criteria

Candidate sites
A

Commercial Property Arrangements

B

C

D

Availability
Mitigation and Access
Planning Policies
Landscape
Ecology

Environmental and Planning

Historic Environment
Flood Risk
Hydrology/Contaminated Land
Traffic & Transport
Area Available
Site Obstructions

Engineering/Technical

Ground Suitability
Site Access
Access to Grid Connection Point

Ranking

1

4

2

3
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CONCLUSION
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Figure 6.1

Project One final onshore cable route.
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